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The 2000´s
promises



1996 Diane Vaughan explained us 
what happened 1986

• Culture of Production
• Normalization of Deviance
• Structural Secrecy



The regulator
and the
organisation

− Instead of direct rule making of what, 
when and how to do or train

− the organisation sets up ist own rules
and procedures to keep/improve safety
standards

− however in a well document way of
processes how „safety“ is managed

Responsibility for Safety is handed
over to the organisation

Quality Management Systems & 
SMS



Something alike happened in Seattle

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Where does the B737 come from:1960´s designFor remote airports with bad infrastructure (no high loader)Therefore low wing and gear layoutGrandfather rights for cabin evacuation and other certification rulesNext Generation of narrow body no technological leap available except in engine technology – which requires large fan diameters



One of the 
biggest 

problems
& 

the fix



Flight testing during certification
requires a “Wind Up Turn”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wind up turnFrom a designers standpoint, maneuverability and stability are in direct conflict with each other. The desired levelof stability will depend on the mission of the airplane. Stability may be quite high for a cargo airplane where longperiods of sustained, trimmed flight through moderate turbulence are expected, and there are few requirementsfor rapid maneuvering. A fighter must have high maneuverability and may therefore be designed with very lowlongitudinal stability This tradeoff of stability vs maneuverability can be measured by determining the stick, or wheel, force required bythe pilot to change the load factor, or g, on the airplane. The gradient of "stick force per g" is usually used as adesign specification for each category of airplane. Maximum and minimum values of "stick force per g" areestablished for fighters, bombers, cargo carriers, or trainers. The "windup turn" is used to establish the value of "stick force per g" at a particular Mach number and airspeed. 1. Specific Objective of the Test Determine the longitudinal stability and longitudinal maneuvering characteristics at a particular flight condition.A secondary objective is to determine the stall buffet boundaries or other stall warning features of the airplane.2. Critical Flight ConditionsThere are several conditions that will influence the value of "stick force per g", as well as the buffet and stallwarning characteristics of an airplane. The important ones are: Wind-up Turn14 CFR § 25.143Stick force vs maneuvering load factor must lie within satisfactory limits and must not be so great as to make excessive demands on the pilot strength. Changes of gradient must not cause undue difficulty in maintaining control of the airplane, and local gradients must not be so low as to result in a danger of over-controlling. 



Elevator forces were 
simulated by stabilizer inputs

MCAS works when:
• High G-forces
• High Angle of Attack
• High Speed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During stall testing in the Max, the area of buffet was found to be unusually wide, and the G-break, when it occurred, was unusually mild. More important, within the buffet zone as the airplane approached the stall, the control forces — the necessary backpressure on the control column — did not increase in a conventional linear manner as they had in previous 737s and as certification standards required. As a mild behavioral quirk, this was a remote concern, and it occurred in an area of the flight envelope where airline pilots never go. But if the Max was to avoid designation as an entirely new model, the control-force problem needed to be addressed. here. After some initial tweaking, the system produced control forces that closely mimicked those of the earlier 737 models, allowing the Max to avoid onerous recertification. Indeed, on initial impulse the artificial forces were so realistic that Boeing convinced itself (and the F.A.A.) that there was no need to even introduce the MCAS to the airplane’s future pilots. The omission meant that the possibility of a false positive in cruising flight — a pushover occurring where it naturally would not — would likewise not be addressed. Boeing believed that in the worst case, a false positive would present as a mere runaway trim, a problem any pilot would know how to handle 





How MCAS 
risk was 

categorized:

Max time for pilot´s intervention is 3 sec 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
hazardous,” defined in a cold actuarial analysis as an event causing serious or fatal injuries to a small number of people, but short of losing the plane (that’s called “catastrophic”). Hazardous events typically demand more than one sensor — except when they are outside normal flight conditions and unlikely to be encountered, such as a wind-up turn.Boeing’s safety analysis calculated this hazardous MCAS failure to be almost inconceivable: Given the improbability of an airliner experiencing a wind-up turn, compounded by the unlikelihood of MCAS failing while it happened, Boeing came up with a probability for this failure of about once every 223 trillion hours of flight. So even though this original version of MCAS required two factors — angle of attack and G-force — to activate, Boeing’s analysis indicated that just one sensor would be acceptable in all circumstances.



More problems 
– more fixing

• Flight characteristics during slow flight
• MCAS had to work at low speeds and 

low G-forces
• Without falling out of grandfather 

rights for certification
• Pressure from Management (Boeing 

and FAA) rose

Culture of Production
Normalization of Deviance
Structural Secrecy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More than a dozen current and former employees at the F.A.A. and Boeing who spoke with The New York Times described a broken regulatory process that effectively neutered the oversight authority of the agency.The regulator had been passing off routine tasks to manufacturers for years, with the goal of freeing up specialists to focus on the most important safety concerns. But on the Max, the regulator handed nearly complete control to Boeing, leaving some key agency officials in the dark about important systems like MCAS, according to the current and former employees.The company performed its own assessments of the system, which were not stress-tested by the regulator. Turnover at the agency left two relatively inexperienced engineers overseeing Boeing’s early work on the system. As Boeing rushed to get the plane done, many of the employees say, they didn’t recognize the importance of the decision. They described a compartmentalized approach, each of them focusing on a small part of the plane. The process left them without a complete view of a critical and ultimately dangerous system. While the F.A.A. officials in charge of training didn’t know about the changes, another arm of the agency involved in certification did. But it did not conduct a safety analysis on the changes.The F.A.A. had already approved the previous version of MCAS. And the agency’s rules didn’t require it to take a second look because the changes didn’t affect how the plane operated in extreme situations.They tested two potential failures of MCAS: a high-speed maneuver in which the system doesn’t trigger, and a low-speed stall when it activates but then freezes. In both cases, the pilots were able to easily fly the jet, according to a person with knowledge of the flights.In those flights, they did not test what would happen if MCAS activated as a result of a faulty angle-of-attack sensor — a problem in the two crashes.Boeing engineers did consider such a possibility in their safety analysis of the original MCAS. They classified the event as “hazardous,” one rung below the most serious designation of catastrophic, according to two people. In regulatory-speak, it meant that MCAS could trigger erroneously less often than once in 10 million flight hours.Still, a safety-analysis led by Boeing concluded there would be little risk in the event of an MCAS failure — in part because of an FAA-approved assumption that pilots would respond to an unexpected activation in a mere three seconds.



Inside the Cockpits of both flights



…and now 
everything 
culminates

• Boeings pressure to catch up with 
Airbus orderbook

• An overstretched, old design
• Certification rules not coping with 

todays technologies
• Certification process drained by 

resources 
• Licensing authorities unable to 

oversight novel airline training
• Airline training ticking of requirements 
• Pilots not able to react on 

unconceivable situations



So in the end…

• All involved parties/agents complied to 
the procedures
• Even the pilots looked for checklists during the 

last moment

• 20 years ago Mrs Vaughan gave us a 
starting point for what to do

• The concepts of resilience are around 
for 15 years

• But here no real signs for resilient 
behavior are present –

what happened to the concept of 
resilient organizations?
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